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Street objects 

   
        street            pavement         lamp post 

 

   

              kerb                  gulley               manhole 

 

   

    road markings       speed humps     pedestrian crossing 
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    road signs      traffic lights                     crossroad 

 

     

      roundabout               traffic cone           fire hydrant 

 

   

         litter bin           post box             wheelie bin 
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             bus        bus stop    house 

 

     

           car    car park      gate 

 

   

            fence      bench             park   
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             shop       cafe                   restaurant 
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Picture quiz 

Choose and circle  the name of the picture from the list. 

 a) lamp post b) post box c) litter bin d) fire hydrant 

 

 a) road signs b) pedestrian crossing c) speed humps d) kerb 

 

 a) roundabout  b) traffic cone c) gulley d) manhole 

 a) gate b) fence c) bench d) pavement 
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 a) crossroad b) traffic lights c) pedestrian crossing d) car park 

 

  a) shop b) park c) restaurant d) cafe 

 

 a) road markings b) road signs c) crossroad d) bus stop 

 

 a) manhole b) wheelie bin c) roundabout d) gulley 
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Spelling test 

Decide whether the names of the street objects are spelt correctly. If not, correct 

them. 

paivment ___________________________________ 

house ________________________________________ 

school ________________________________________ 

liter bin _______________________________________ 

fense _________________________________________ 

manhall _______________________________________ 

fire hidrant ____________________________________ 

bus ___________________________________________ 

pidestrian crossing _______________________________ 

speed humps ____________________________________ 

post box _______________________________________ 

cerb __________________________________________ 

traffic cown ____________________________________ 

gaite __________________________________________ 

car ___________________________________________ 

traffic lights ____________________________________ 
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Meanings 

Cut out  the cards below, and match the definitions with the correct words. 

 

 

gulley 

A raised path for 

pedestrians at the side of 

the road. 

 

cafe 

A large pipe that 

firefighters can get water 

from. 

 

pavement 

 

A large bin set on wheels. 

 

 

fire hydrant 

A hinged barrier used to 

close an opening in a wall or 

fence. 

 

bench 

Bumps set in a road surface 

to control the speed of 

vehicles. 

 

gate 

A long seat for several 

people. 

 

 

wheelie bin 

A deep artificial channel 

serving as a drain. 

 

 

speed humps 

A small restaurant selling 

light meals and drinks. 
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Sentences 

Complete  the sentences with the correct word from the word bank at the bottom 

of the page. 

 

1. A policeman placed an orange _________________________ to stop parking in 

front of the shop. 

2. I am afraid we are at a very busy and dangerous _________________________ . 

3.  We are going to a ____________________, because my son needs new shoes. 

4. The _________________________ show that you have to turn right. 

5. There is a little, black kitten sitting on a ______________________ . 

6. My brother and his wife have bought a new ____________________ . 

7. My dad and I painted our wooden ____________________ dark brown. 

8. The naughty child did not put his used bottle in the ____________________ . 

9. “Be careful! There is an open ____________________ in front of you!” 

10. The street is flooded, because the ____________________ is completely blocked 

by litter. 

 

 

Word Bank 

road markings      fence      house      crossroad    gulley   

litter bin      shop      kerb      traffic cone     manhole 
 


